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Nikon D40/60 and lens from Tokyo Japan
Prithvi Mandava    says: 

hey guys, 
Im planning to pick up a Nikon D40/60 with 18-55 kit lens (or Tamron) and a Tamron 70-300 zoom with macro from Tokyo 
Japan. How is the experience in dealing with these guys. Should i go for the kit lens + the Tamron zoom or should i go for 
the D40/60 body and Tamron/(other) 18-55 and 70-300? Im trying to keep the cost down.  
 
Can anyone please advice? Also, is there a chance of getting a good price or a discount from them? If anyone from HPC 
refers? Is it worth buying in the grey market? What do i lose if i buy in the grey market? 
 
He's quoting 24,500 for D60 with 18-55 kit lens. 21,500 for body. 6,500 for Tamron 70-300. i dont know if the tamron's got 
macro or not, cuz these guys were very reluctant to give out much info over the phone. 
 
Im interested in landscape, nature, wild life, macro, fashion photography. is the combo that im planning to pick up suitable 
for all these? Please advice. 
 
Thanks in advance. 
 
Cheers, 
Prithvi  
Originally posted at 10:04AM, 22 December 2008 PST ( permalink )  
Prithvi Mandava edited this topic 2 months ago.  

Ismail Shariff    says: 

 Prithvi Mandava whoooooof. a lot of questions. 
 
Let me start with what i know - definitely nothing about Nikon  
(Dont take it, it is *****) hehehe  
 
Tokyo Japan guys have been the regular gray market guys most of us go to. They dont really reduce much, on 
price, but the after sales is supposed to be good. Personally, i have no experience of it, as what i bought from 
them, works effortlessly, for now. :) 
 
As far as Nikon goes, I am sure, there are more knowledgeable ppl out here who can help you with that. I would 
say, a kit lens and a 70-300 macro would suffice for a first time SLR user, for quite a while. I have come across 
a few ppl on flickr, who take AMAZZZING pics, only with the kit lens. 
 
Now for the varied fields, that you wanna take up photography, rather the equipment for, it would suffice for all 
that, giving that, your creativity knows no bounds :) 
 
For now, I would say, a kit lens and a 70-300 macro, would be a good bet.  
 
Best of luck :)  
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Originally posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  
Ismail Shariff edited this topic 2 months ago.  

Prithvi Mandava    says: 

Thanks for the reply, Ismail ! 
 
I was thinking about the brand of lens that i should pick up. I wanted to go for the tamron to reduce the overall 
cost. what do you suggest? should i go for a nikkor, or tamron, or sigma? how much difference in the quality can 
be seen? im looking for the sharpest possible pictures without crossing the 35,000 bucks mark.  
 
You can check out my stream to get an idea. 
 
Cheers, 
Prithvi  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  

 pangalactic gargleblaster says: 

@ Prithvi - with the D40/60, the tamron lens may or may not AF since there are a couple of different models, 
make sure you get the right one. the 70-300 is quite decent otherwise, as long as you remember to stop down to 
about f/8. the quality is better than the entry level lens (G series)from nikon, though not as good as the 70-
300VR. i would recommend that you get the 18-55VR from nikon simply because it's a useful range, VR can be 
quite useful, and the image quality out of that lens is quite good.  
 
btw their quotes in person are usually less than thier quotes on the phone. tell them you are a student, and you 
may get it for slightly less. you should also try the Panasonic Shop, which is further down the road from Tokyo 
Japan for all these.  
 
also, if you want 'the sharpest pictures' on a budget, you should try shooting film :)  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  

Prithvi Mandava    says: 

I've been doing some research last night, and I've decided to go for the D40 with the 18-55 kit lens, and a 70-
300 VR, or the Tamron 70-300. Does the 70-300VR have macro? How much will it cost? 
 
:) I wish i could convince myself to shoot film! 
 
I just took a glance at the Panasonice store the last time i was there, but i didn't bother going in because I've 
been hearing only about Tokyo Japan. Will probably check it out this time. 
 
Cheers, 
Prithvi  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  

 pangalactic gargleblaster says: 

the one disadvantage of the D40 is that it won't trigger the iTTL flashes with the pop-up... otherwise it's a great 
camera, especially for hte price :)  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  

♥ Vijay Bandari AKA VijjuGadu ♥ says: 

@Prithvi - Nikkor 70-300 VR is the best lens in quality... i bought it from Tokyo Japan 10months back for 21K & 
it doesn't have macro... 
Sigma - 70-300 is very good lens for the cost (9K)... it has macro but it won't auto focus on D40/D60... 
 
@Adi - my SB600(i think its TTL) triggers on my D40 right???  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  
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Prithvi Mandava    says: 

Vijay, 
I think 21k for the lens is way out of my budget right now. I would prefer the Sigma 70-300. 
 
I think I can do without the AF since I like to focus manually, i like the feel. But, how practical is it to use manual 
focus all the time?  
 
Is the Sigma better than the Tamron, cuz i read a lot of reviews that it gets too soft after 180mm or so? It seems 
that there is a lot of color fringing too. Does anyone here use a Sigma 70-300 or the Tamron 70-300? Any 
experiences?  
Originally posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  
Prithvi Mandava edited this topic 2 months ago.  

Ujjwaana    says: 

 
With all regards for Nikonians, I would suggest either to go for a full blown Nikon D80 or better, Canon XSi 
which would better fit your budget. 
 
These 'Cheap but Special lens' gimmick from Nikon is bull shit. Once you get in to serious hobby, adding new 
lens is normal. Your lens choice would become extreemly restricted, and picks from used market on E-bay ( i 
have one, and hunting for another) would be totally out of question, at lease in the immidiate future. 
 
Nik D80 or Canon XTi/XSi  
 
And yes, I had high rgards for Tamron 70-300mm but learnt from many that Sigma 70-300mm DG "APO" is 
much better with 1:2 macro. Remember I am referreing to the more cotlier (9K) "APO" version and not the 6K 
non APO one which is infact worse than Tamron.  
Originally posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  
Ujjwaana edited this topic 2 months ago.  

 pangalactic gargleblaster says: 

if you're looking at budget canon bodies, i would recommend a look at the canon 1000D, which is not that bad, 
and even has (admittedly gimmicky) live view. one of my juniors at college bought it, and it's not bad, and quite 
a bit cheaper than the 450D/XSi. it has one advantage over the d40, which is that it can AF with any EF lens 
and not just ones with built in motors. the D40/60 can mount 50 year old (aka cheap as dirt on ebay) non-AI 
lenses though... you do have to manually meter and focus, but it's still possible...  
 
agree with lens review of ujjwaana though.  
Originally posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  
pangalactic gargleblaster edited this topic 2 months ago.  

Prithvi Mandava    says: 

I'm still as confused as ever! But I guess I'll wait for a while before I take the plunge. I'm getting a teleconverter 
and a wide angle for my H9 next month. I guess I'll play around with them for a while before I buy a dSLR. 
 
Thank you Ismail, Pangalactic, Vijju and Ujjwaana for the advice and suggestions! 
 
Cheers! 
Prithvi  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  

Ujjwaana    says: 

 
All convertors (Wide/Tele) for the P&S SUCK big time. I mean its like putting a 'Cheap' Chandni-Chowk (Indian) 
filter on your Canon L lens. 
If you haven't alreaydy put an order (Paid) for them, please reconsider. 
 
P&S and SLR photography are technically (and financially) apart, even if all it takes is the man behind the lens!. 
Save your money, go for the basic Canon/Nikon Body and a nifty-fifty (Rs 5K ) lens to learn SLR photography 
(50mm teaches you so many things about framing, exposure etc, just spoils you with f/1.8). Then as you like the 
hobby, invest in more lenses.  
Posted 2 months ago. ( permalink )  
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